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  Description

  Whether you prefer individual stand-alone stories or episodes that feed into the next for a big reveal at the end, a monthly subscription will keep your group’s curiosity piqued and the cold cases coming. Consider what you want out of each box you receive, what you need to make you happy with your decision, how much time you’re willing to set aside for the mystery and how much you’re willing to spend each time you get a new box. Once you’ve narrowed down these factors, you’ll be ready to dust off the detective cap and get to solving those mysteries. Along these lines, if you imagine you’ll be playing with children or other members of your family or friend group who aren’t too keen on the more graphic stuff, maybe opt for a more low-key game. Just how patient are you?
Most of the listed subscriptions work better if you have your family or crew helping you out, but don’t let that stop you from taking on any case on your own. Harmony Ashcroft disappeared just after leaving the rehearsal dinner for her upcoming wedding. Over two decades later, her murder remains unsolved. Fortunately, a team of cold case detectives (aka your squad of sleuths) is now on the job, determined to uncover the truth and hunt down a killer. While Cosy Killer is more of a series, Deadbolt Mystery Society delivers a stand-alone mystery to be figured out each month. Each box comes with a case file that has everything you need to solve the mystery. It’s designed for puzzle enthusiasts. A: The number of people who can participate in a murder mystery box will vary from one experience to the next. Some are customized for small teams while others are intended for groups of over one hundred players at once. It wasn’t until the 1980s that murder mysteries entered the dinner party scene and became all the rage. Theme parties, set in different time periods and different countries, complete with food and costumes to support the motif. Each person in attendance would assume a character and role play their part for the entire evening until GASP!!! (insert mysterious musical crescendo) The killer was revealed!These immersive mystery story boxes are tons of fun and a great way to shake up date night or family get-togethers from the comfort of your living room. They're the perfect gift for anyone who loves true crime shows, police procedurals, or, naturally, well-crafted mysteries. Table of Contents You can find mystery box subscriptions designed for a variety of age groups and skill levels. You can also find mystery boxes that are geared toward certain interests. For example, if you like true crime, you might want to buy a mystery box subscription that features cold or real-life cases, or fictional cases based off of real events. If, however, you’re a history buff, you might want a mystery box that focuses on real historical people and places. Can you play a mystery box game more than once? I bought this for my granddaughter’s birthday, and they LOVED it. Said it was so much fun!" - Ann C.
And you don’t have to all be gathered around the same table or even in the same time zone. We’ve collected some great options, whether your team is working in-person or in a remote or hybrid situation. There’s no time like the present for a murder mystery dinner party, right? Pour yourself a glass of vino and get started on our wine tasting murder mystery game, or get the flags out for our monarchy and royal family themed kit instead. Prefer something more extravagant? Our masquerade murder mystery is always a crowd-pleaser. Seasonal Games To make things even more exciting, Murder Mystery in a Box only accepts a limited number of new members each month, so, it’s a little exclusive. You’ll have to sign up early, though—the boxes do sell out! Small towns always have secrets. What was believed to be a tragic fall may have actually been much more than a simple accident. Your team will have to figure out which members of this sneaky little town are keeping all the dirty secrets in this twisted mystery box. A: If you’re a fan of murder mysteries, then a murder mystery box is definitely worth it! These boxes usually contain everything you need to solve a crime, including clues, suspects, and often a victim. A murder mystery kit is a perfect way to test your detective skills, and you’ll have a lot of fun. Just be sure to read the instructions carefully so you don’t miss anything!The boxes include interesting and immersive storylines and characters, with all the hints and clues you need. It also has online components for more interaction. All aboard the maiden voyage of the Mystery Express! This virtual murder mystery event transports your group onto an old-timey train, where they’ll have one hour to solve the murder they’ve just discovered. Ingeniously hidden clues and cryptic ciphers to decode will put their teamwork and communication skills to the test. Before you pull out your credit card and sign up for that best subscription box, though, you’ll want to take a few factors into consideration. What’s your personal comfort level? It is up to you to decide which pieces of evidence are relevant to the case, informative, or red herrings.
Why you’ll want to solve this mystery: With three alternate ending options, you can play multiple times with different outcomes. Murder Mystery Box is quarterly, so every few months, you receive a “curious box” that gives you an adventure to follow to solve a crime. You’ll receive an object (a journal, case file, personal log, diary, or similar) that summarizes the crime that’s been committed. The person who wrote the summary is also related to the crime in some way. Length of scenario: Playing time on the box is a lie, usually a game takes at minimum 2.5 hours, can go as long as 5 hours at times. Why you’ll want to solve this mystery: Each episode feeds into the next so the intrigue and motivation to solve the case and find the killer grows stronger with each step.When looking for a murder mystery box, it's essential to compare prices and do some research to find the best option for you. Why you’ll want to solve this mystery: You’ll even get recipe and decorating suggestions for keeping the mood and theme authentic. Cosykiller is unique and in a class of its own. It’s not a book, it’s not a board game, it’s not a dinner party, it’s not even your “run of the mill” subscription box! Cosykiller is a story line, which allows YOU as the detective to solve a murder set in the golden age of fiction.
icon-chevron Next Murder Mystery Party Kits for Limitless Fun. Host Your Very Own Murder Mystery Dinner Party. While each box is its own story, they’re all set in the same fictional town with recurring characters, locations, and storylines. So, after you do it for a while, you’ll figure out some little secrets.Additionally, you shall be provided with evidence and clues to open and review just like adetective investigating the crime. It is up to you to decide which pieces of evidence are relevant to the case, informative, or red herrings. Near the end of your experience, you'll be prompted to determine your own conclusion to the case, before the resolution to the crime is revealed.With the help of the journal and the evidence, can you determine the prime suspect? A: Included in a murder mystery box are clues, ciphers, case files, evidence and other items to help uncover the killer. Hunt a Killer is probably the most popular murder mystery subscription box out there, and with good reason. The “seasons” last for about six boxes, so the crime is spread out over six months. Your goal is to find the serial killer committing the crimes.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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